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Title of the invention; ECO FUEL SAVER FOR VEHICLE

DESCRIPTION OF INVENTION

Area this invention refers to

This invention refers to car industry but also to entire use of Otto engines with
internal combustion and all other areas that use spark-plugs for burning a fuel
composite of a working machine or of a burner. Invention is made of spark-
transformer for burning fuels of Otto engines with internal combustion.

Technical problem

First cars with petrol Otto engines with internal combustion had high fuel
consumption, low engine exploitment and high level of harmful gases emission.
During the years great resources were invested to improve engines in purpose to
increase its usefulness, reduce fuel consumption and to reduce emission of
harmful gases because of the strict ecological demands. Despite all efforts,
although great results were achieved, fuel consumption, engine exploitment and
harmful gases emission still haven't achieved desirous level.

Technology condition

Until today great efforts were invested to increase usefulness of Otto engines
with internal combustion and to reduce fuel consumption and harmful gases
emission. Lots of solutions are invented and patented but they stiil haven't
reduced those problems and achieved desirous results. '



Invention's basis exposition

Eco fuel saver for vehicle is the newest invention that increases engine power
for 50 - 70 % (percent), reduces fuel consumption for 50 % (percent) and
eliminates harmful gases emission (0% CO).
Eco fuel saver for vehicle appears in three variants:

1. Eco fuel saver for vehicle S-I, for platinum ignition, reduces fuel
consumption for 50 % (percent), increases engine power for 50 %
(percent) and eliminates harmful gases emission (0% CO).

2. Eco fuel saver for vehicle S-2, reduces fuel consumption for 50 %
(percent), increases engine power for 70 % (percent) and eliminates
harmful gases emission (0% CO).

3. Eco fuel saver for vehicle S-3, reduces fuel consumption for 50 %
(percent), increases engine power for 50 % (percent) and eliminates
harmful gases emission (0% CO).

Also, Eco fuel saver for vehicle increases working life of engine for 50%
(percent).

Brief description of drawings

- Picture 1presents section of basic segment of invention
- Picture 2 presents section of completed invention made of more basic

segments
- Picture 3 presents invention ready to connect to spark-plug
- Picture 4 presents working invention and electric spark passing through



Brief description of invention's realisation (at least one of them)

Basic segment is made of four parts:
1. Eco fuel saver - spark transformer
2. Core that adjusts and produces spark's angle and transmits it to a spark

plug
3. Thermal channel which provides and liberates heat
4. Outgoing spark
5. Current's entrance
6. Current's exit

If Eco fuel saver for vehicle is built like in pictures 1, 2 and 3, in condition that
matching, special, tested material is built in and if is by its one end connected to
the spark-plug and by another end to the specific voltage, Eco fuel saver for
vehicle increases engine power, reduces fuel consumption and eliminates
harmful gases emission.

How to use this invention

Described invention enables long-lasting and constant device which eliminates
harmful gases emission, reduces fuel consumption and increases engine's power
and life-time, all at the same time.
Eco fuel saver for vehicle connects to specific voltage and to the engine's spark¬
plug. Experts will notice that this invention's characteristics and possibilities will
make great progress in car industry and also in production of Otto petrol
engines. Also, it is possible to make some changes to invention in purpose to
advance invention without changing basic description and spirit of invention.



Patent request

1. Eco fuel saver for vehicle —spark transformer is made of the box, core,
thermal channels and current's entrance and exit.

2. By request number 1, adittion that builds in to spark-plug in position
where electric spark enters and where cable is connected, is made of the
box that has a core made of correspodenting material inside and which
adjusts and produces spark's angle and transmits it to a spark-plug.

3. By requests number 1 and 2, circular thermal channels that provide and
liberate heat are placed inside the box and around a core.

4. By requests number 1, 2 and 3, it contains outgoing spark that is
connected with spark-plug used for burning a fuel composite.

5. By requests number 1, 2, 3 and 4, it connects to the spark-plug used for
burning a fuel composite with its one end and to exact voltage with its
other end.
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